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The folks at Kel-Tec (www.kel-tec-cnc.com) had
several examples of their RFB High Efficiency Rifle, a
7.62 NATO (.308 Winchester) bullpup semiauto that
uses standard FAL magazines. Fortunately for south-
paws such as myself, this is a truly ambidextrous rifle
with forward ejection, and it weighs in at only 8.1
pounds in carbine configuration. 

Stopping by the Glock (www.glock.com) booth, I
noticed a .40 S&W G22 that looked somewhat differ-
ent. The slide had crescent-shaped grasping grooves,
and the grip frame was enhanced with tiny pyramidal
spikes for a no-slip grip. I picked the gun up and it felt
like blood, sweat or tears wouldn’t make it slip from
my grasp. Definitely more comfortable and better
looking than the usual skateboard tape field expedient.
If this idea flies, Glock may be extending it to the
whole line. 

Prior to the Show, I’d received an e-mail from Char-
ter Arms (www.charterfirearms.com), announcing their
new revolver, which will be available in 9mm, .40
S&W and .45 ACP calibers. A patented extractor is the
secret, and it’s a super idea for those of us who like
those auto calibers, but also like the simplicity and
reliability of a revolver. Unfortunately, their patent
attorney advised them not to display the prototype at
the Show until all the patent details had been final-
ized. I guess I’ll have to wait to see this one. 

CZ-USA (www.cz-usa.com) was showing off their
new P-07 Duty, a polymer-framed 9mm with a simpli-
fied and improved CZ 75 trigger system. You can
choose between a decocking lever and a manual safe-
ty with a simple parts change. For those who fall in
love with the totally bizarre, CZ now offers a semiauto
.32 ACP version of their classic VZ 61 Skorpion sub-
machine gun. It comes with a 20-round magazine,

and does not have a shoulder stock, which will save
you $200 and a lot of federal paperwork.

Wandering the aisles, I watched a gentleman
demonstrating the UpLULA all-in-one universal pistol
magazine loader. I’d seen this device in The Blue Press
[see page 71], but had never witnessed one in opera-
tion. It loads every pistol magazine, single- or double-
stack, from 9mm or .38 Super to .45 ACP, any capaci-
ty, quickly and without stress on your thumb. There are
lots of gadgets out there, but this one really works. I
know – I bought one!

I finally got to handle several of the AirForce
(www.airforceairguns.com) air rifles. These are high-
precision target and varmint rifles that are a quantum
leap beyond your conventional pump-up or soda-car-
tridge guns. I’m hoping to get one to test on the pack
rats that are a nuisance in these parts!

Ithaca Gun Company (www.ithacagun.com) is
back with those great Model 37 Featherlites. They had
on display a Special Edition 28 gauge with full engrav-
ing, gold inlays and gorgeous wood. I asked the price,
expecting to hear something in the five-figure bracket,
and was told “$3,500.” I am sorely tempted!

More fun…North
American Arms’
(www.NorthAmerican-

Arms.com)
“The Earl,” a
4” barreled
.22 Magnum
mini-revolver with a faux Remington Army-style load-
ing lever. Or, if you fancy something that speaks with a
bit more authority, Super Six Classic, LLC, (920-568-
8259) offers the Bison Bull .45-70 single-action
revolver. You can even get one of these armbreakers
gold-plated and engraved!

Next year, Washington’s antigun Grinches notwith-
standing, the SHOT Show will be in Las Vegas.

: Gun Business is Booming! 
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